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FOR MEASURING PRINCIPAL STRAINS

WITH ‘TUCKERMAN STRAIN GAGE

By A. 1%. McPherson
. .

SUMMARY

An adaptor is described which uses three Tuckerman
optical strain gages to measure the displacement of the
three vertices of an equilateral trikmgle along li-nes 220°
apart . These displacements are substituted in well-known
equations in order to compute the magnitude and direction
of the principal strains. ~ests of the adaptor indicate
that principal strains over a gage length of 1-42 inch may
be measured with a systematic error not exceeding 4 percent
and .s mean observational error of the order of + 0.000006.
The maximum observed error in strain was of the-order of”
0..00008. The directions of principal strains for”u_ni-
directional stress were measured with the adaptor with an
avarage error of the order of 1°.

.-

INTRODUC!TION
...-

—

The stress distribution in the plate elements of mono- ‘“-
coque structures under load differs from that in the beam
and tube elements of built-up structures of earlier types .-.
in being two-dimensional in many cases, with prificipa~ ...... --
stresses of unknown direction as well as unknown magnitude.

“..

The pr~ncipal stresses au, Ov
--

-have the same d13?eCt$OnS. .:

as the principal strains
—

eu, ev and, within the elast”i-c_—.-.
range, they may be computed
(ref~re-nce 1):,

z“cu=_
~-wa

E

by the well-known equations , ; :.;—.

.-

(eu + Wev)

(1)
.<..-....

(ev+ ~eu)

., —-.-—
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whero

—

._ +. -—

xl Young!s modulus .- .,. .h”-

IJ Poisson~s ratio .-

The magnitude and direction of the principal strains
eu ~ ~v at a given point may he calculated from strains

.—

maasured along at least three lines intersecting at the .-

point %y making use of the fundamental equattons of plgme —

strain. For the particular case of three gage lines inter-
secting at an angle of 120° shown in figure 1, the equiitions
(reference 2) ar~ ●

{ [
~ (ea+eb+e~)’+ 2(ea -~u=-

{ [
“~ (ea+eh+ec) - 2(ea-%=3

. .

where

+ tan-l

—
1-.

=.

e~)2+2(eb - ec)2+2(ec - ea)a II
1122

eb)a+2(eb- ec)2+2(cc - Oa)

2 e~-eb ‘(?C J2)

. --—-— =-

ea+ ebj ec strains measured along the lines a, b, c :
., I.

@ angle between the ~rincipal. strain eu and # -..-
the gage line a.

.-
.——
.—

Tho strains ea, eb, ec “may be measured in three different
..-

ways :

1.

2.

3.

By a hand strain gage .se.tsuccessiboly Into
——

threo pairs of g.agueholes a-long-gage lines” ,.. _.
a, b, c

By m“ounting a strain gage along line a, measuring
the difference in strain between the initial load” -

--.._

and the desired load, moving the g=age to- lino b,
reped.ting the loadingcycle, moving the gage to
line c, and’ repeating the loading cycle again,

----.—;
-:.-’

By devices designed to ’_rnaasurestrains along three
or more in%erse-cting Iitiks”si”multaneoualy” ,. ‘

I I
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,. Method 1 requires the drilling of gage holes in the
structure and is, therefore, ruled out for thin sheet ‘“-
material such as used in aircraft. It also involves loss
in accuracy due to f~equent resetting of the gage. Method
2 has the inconvenience of requiring at least three repe-
titions of the loading cycle. Method 3 has been” adapted
by at least two investigators, as follows:

Klernperer, (reference 3), developed a fitensor gage,’!
which is, in principle, a device for measuring strain” along
three gage lines, intersecting at 120°, by the displacement
of three gage points which form the vertices of an” equilat-
eral triangle having a base length of about 1 inch. The
three gage points are constrained to move in the direction
of three radii forming a 120° star.

Ruge and de Yorest (reference 4) have connected four
wire strain gages into a strain ‘rosette with four gage lines
of 3/4-inch gage length making. angles of 45°. with each othei.

—

Neither one of the above devices makes use of existing
strain-gage equipments It seemed desirakle, therefore, tti.
develop a relatively rugged ~daptor which would permit the
use of existing strain gages of proven accuracy, on a 1200
rosette such as that adopted by Klemperer.
Aeronautics, Na’vy Department,

● -

!The Bureau of
accordingly authorized this

Bureau’ to conduct an investigation along these l-ines, This
report describes the adaptor for measuring principal strains

4 with lluckerman optical strain gages (reference 5) which
resulted from this investigation.

DESCRIPTION 03’ADAPTOR

Principle

The adaytor provides a ~eans of measuring displacements
a, ~, Y, of t,hree.points, A, B,, Cj. figure 2j along three
lines rb ,ras - rc, 120° ap’art relative to a given center 0!.

The average strain ea “in the direction ra- is then re-
lated to the displacements a, p, Vt by -.

d..

t.i-

.-

———

al + (&v)/4
‘a =

‘$(a + 9
(3)

3r/2
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!l!hestrains eb, ee follow by cyclic rotation of al, ~, Y:

The, gage length of the adaptor is taken as the distance 3r/2
between a point and the line connecting the other two points.
Yor the particular adaptor described herein 3r/2 = 1.42 Inches.

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION

Z!he assembled adaptorwith three l-ihch.. Z!uckerman
strain gages. for measuring displacements is shown cn a -
tensile specimen in figure 3. A bottom view of tb.~ adaptor
$s shown in figure 4. Dimensions of parts are given i.Lfig-
ures 5 to 8. ‘

The adaptor consists of a triangular platform, part 1,
on which the knife edges of the three Tuckerman strain gages
are. mounted at 120° intervals, and three parallel motion
transfers, part 7; making contact with the specimen an their
bottom faces” tlirough gage points, part 9, and c$a.rryiag the “
lozenges of the T,uckerman gages on their top face. The par- ..
allel motion transfers constrain the points A, 3, and C
(fig. 2] to move along the lines ra; rb; and rc.

*

.JLSSEMBLY

A satisfactory procedure for assembling the instrument
.

is as follows. Screw guard rods, part G (fig. 5), into lase,
part 1. Screw rods, part 13, into base and thread on parts
2, 5, 3, 5, and 12 as shown- Put on screw cap, part 6,
loosely. Through the holes in the ends of the flexure plates
(parts 5) assem%le parts 4, 7, and 10 on the rod 14 as shown$
,tightning up first the inner end 4 at part 4. Put on screw
cap, part 6, loosely. By’ rotating part 10. on rod 14 and the
whole of the central unit on rod 13 fit’part 10 over guard
rod 8 as shown with shoe on part 7 on the same side as con-
ical hole in part 1. Place this assembly on a block with
the shoe of-part 7 and the conical hole of part 1 UP. Evenly ‘
tighten the screw caps on 13 and- 14, keeping all of the parts
except 8 flat on the block. A% the tightening progresses, w
apply sufficient force to hold these parts flat. Attach the

,
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points, part 9, by screwing them irito the number 4-48 holes
in parts 7. slip center tube, part 11, through center hole
in gage clamp, part 15, shown in figure 7, and press intQ
center hole in part 1. Press in tube until it is flush
with inner edge of conical h~le. Put hold-down screws,
part 16, in ‘pl’aceand mount l-inch Tuckerman optical strain
gages as” shown. in the photograph, figure 3. The knife edges
used are the’ uniform strain type (min. rad = 2.25 in.).
Very little force is required to hold the gages down since
the force is applied near the knife edge and since the
knife edges act on a duralumin surface.
. . ., “

.-
CALIBRATION

.

The adaptor was calibrated as follows.
.’.

A stri~ of 175-T aluminum alloy sheet with a free ‘
length of 19 inches and a cross section of 2–1/2 by 1/8
inch was mounted in-a tension-testing machine of 20,000
poundscapacity. The axial and transverse strains in the
free length under loads from 900 to 7500 pounds were meas-
ured with TLuckerman strain gages. The”va”riation of strain
across and along the area used for the calibration wa,s found
to be of the order of the observational eri-ors~- ‘“ —-

,.

●

The adaptor was mounted, on the strip as shown in the
photograph, figure 3, and the sketch, figure 9. The weight

‘ of the adaptor was carried by the rubber bands A through the
string B which was attached to the upper head of the machine.
The adaptor was held against the strip with a vacuum cup and
rubber bands passing through the center tube. Hoiding the
adaptor against the specimen in this manner permits the cen-
ter of the platform 0$ figure 2, to move fr-eely in its
plane, parallel to the plane determined by the-points. ‘The
hold-down force was kept between 2 and Z pounds in ord”er to ——

securely mount the adaptor without excessive edgewise load
on the flexure plates. During the mo~nting as well as during
the calibrations the load was never allowed to drop below
900 pounds; this prevented slipping of the specimen in the
grips arid a~sured that the strain corresponding to a given
load remained the same throughout the tests. . .._

In the first run one leg (leg a) was placed vertical
%Y making the line connecting gage points for the’ other “.
legs perpendicular to the edge of the specimen,; a card- ,
board template was used to obtain accurate alinement. The
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,.
gages were tied t-o the” adapko”r with, a I“ight c~~d (fig: “!3)
as a safety precatz’tio’n.” ‘ ,.. ,+.

“4..
The three: ~-inch Tuckerman gages on the adaptor and

one >iuch’ TuckerrnaA .gag.b~>laced vertically just below the
“adaptor were’’”~hen read sirnultaneous,ly.at loads increasing
in small increments from 1000 to 7500 pounds. This range
of load$ corresponded t,o a ran~e. of longitudinal strain of
about 21 X 10-4.

The readings for the Tuckerman gages on the adaptor
were multiplies by 2 to obtain the displacements, a, p, Y,
and these were substituted in-equation (3) in order to com-
pute the strains in the direction a:

‘a= ‘a (J9 (5)

wher e ka may he r-egarded as a calibration constant . An
exper iment-al value of ka was obtained by plotting
a + (~+ Y)/4 against Oa and drawing a straight line

through the points. The slope of this line is then equal
to ka+ A typical plot is shown in--figure 10. The pro-

cedure was repeated with the second leg (leg b) of the -t..
adaptor in the ~ert ical. posit ibn, and finally with the third
leg (leg cl)vertical. This gave the calibration constants

r

ka = 0.7’06”

kb = 0.715,.

lie = 0.710

average k = 0.710

The v-due of k obtained from, the nominal dimensions
given in figrdres 5 to 7 was’

k= 0.702
.

The difference of about 1 percent between this value of k
and the etier imental ~alue is of the order expected from
the machining tolerances. “*-

,- —i,
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ACCURACY

r-

.J

An estimate of the accuracy with which the adaptor
indicates principal strains was obtained by comparing
principal strains obtained with the adaptor with principal
strains obtained from direct measurements with Tuckmerman
strain gages.

Direct measurements of principal strains were obtained
with !iWckerman strain gages mounted longitudinally and
transversely on the strip shown in figure 3. The sirains
are plotted against load in figure 11. Straight lines
were faired through the points in figure 11 by means b-f.
least squares.

The adaptor was then mounted on the strip in the
five positions indicated in figure 12. Principal strains
were computed from the readings for each position hy com-
put ing ea. eh, ec, from equations (3) and (4) with

&=k = 0.710
3r

which is the average experimental calibration factor and
then substituting in the first two equations (2).

Figure 11 shows the differenc~ between the principal
strains meAsured with the adaptor and those corresponding
to the”straight lines. in figure 11. Straight lines are
faired through the points by least squares to indicate the
magnitude of the systematic error in reading principal “
,strains with the adaptor as compared to the random obser-
vationalerror which is indiaated by t-he sca~tei ‘of points
about the straight lines.

The slope of the solid lines faired through the points
in figure 12 indicates that the systematic error in th?
determination of principal str”ain with the adaptor averages
1.5 and that “it does not exceed 4.0 percen’t. The’ mean
scatter ‘of points to either side of the line due to obser-
vational error- was of the order of ~o.000006. The maxi-
mum deviation between the principal strains measured by the
two methods was of th5 order of 0.00008.

An estimate for the accuracy with which the direction
of the principal strains may be measured for the case of
unidirectional stress was obtained by substituting the

.—..._
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values of ea, Ob, ec, derived from figure 12 in the last

one of equations (2). The resulting angle between the load ___
line and the maximum principal strains is given in figure
13. The average deviation was, 1° and the maximum deviation
4.5°.

CONCLUSIONS

‘~he testg indicate that principal strains over a gage
length of 1,42 inches may be measured with the adaptor with
a systematic error not exceeding 4 percent and a mean ob-
servational error of the order of -+0.000006. The maximum
observed error in strain was of-the order of 0.00008. The
directions of principal strains for unidirectional stress
were measured with the adaptor with an average error of the
order of 1°.

National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C., FebruarY 20, 19430
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Figs. 3,4
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Figure 4.- Eottom view
of adaptor.

p’igure 3.- Vie~ of assembled
adaptor showing

strain gages for measuring
displacement.
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Figure 11.- Principal strains obtained with
two-inch Tuokerman strain gages.
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